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The invention

A ball that is fun to use, easy to catch and looks nice.

How can you protect it from imitation?

• "Fun to use" → cannot be protected
• "Looks nice" → registered design
• "Easy to catch" = technical function → patent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note:While real patents have been used in this case study, the various steps in the procedure followed by the applicant/attorney have been adapted for the purpose of this presentation. In this presentation the invention that we are using as an example is a toy ball. Imagine that you have invented this ball and that it is new. It consists of many plastic fibres bundled together to form the ball. This makes it fun to use, and you think it would sell well on the market. In order to protect your future investments, you need to protect the invention first. How would you go about this?To start with you should ask yourself what the distinguishing attributes of your invention are. You might find that it is "fun to use", "looks nice", and is "easy to catch". The appearance of a product can be protected by a registered design (USA: design patent). Only technical functions such as "easy to catch" can be patented (USA: utility patent). As you know, in order to get a patent, you need to claim the invention. Let's see how that works.
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How to patent this invention: claim it!

Making a ball "easy to catch" is a technical problem. Problems cannot be 
patented – but specific solutions can! What is the technical feature that 
makes the ball easy to catch?

Patent Claim: "A ball that is easy to catch."

Patent Claim: "A ball comprising a core region and plural elastomeric 
filaments radiating from the core region."

You don’t want anyone circumventing the patent by replacing the ball
shape with something else!

Patent Claim: "An amusement device comprising a core region and plural 
elastomeric filaments radiating from the core region."

A prior art search will show whether the invention 
– as claimed – is actually new.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A first, naïve, approach would be to write a claim for "a ball that is easy to catch". However, this is overly broad (is it really the first ever ball that is easy to catch?) and even more importantly, it tries to protect the outcome of the invention, not the invention itself. Patents are granted for new technical solutions - problems themselves cannot be patented.A simple description of the technical solution is shown on the slide. This claim describes HOW you achieve the goal, i.e. what exactly is new in your technical solution.However, explicitly naming the "ball" in the patent is dangerous: What if somebody gave it the shape of, for example, a car, or an apple, or a telephone? This might circumvent the patent but could well provide the consumer with exactly the same function: A thing that can be thrown, is easy to catch and looks nice. So you want to replace the word "ball" with something more general.3. You could, for example, replace it with the very general concept of an "amusement device". Remember our examples of patent jargon? You have now joined the ranks of people who call their inventions "a plurality of balls" or "a writing instrument".To make sure you really know what is new about your invention (only what is new can be protected by a patent), you have to carry out what is called a "prior art search".
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Result of the prior art search

Your patent attorney found US 3,759,518, "Foot impellent toy", which 
discloses a similar invention.

"… said toy having a 
plurality of flexible 
strands …"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our example, a prior art search carried out by a patent attorney found a similar, earlier patent. It also relates to a toy and has many flexible strands fixed on a core.Now you have to carefully analyse what is contained in that patent so that you can determine what might be new about your invention.
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Comparison of the two inventions

Your invention
as claimed US 3759518

"An amusement device 
comprising a core region 
and plural elastomeric 
filaments radiating from the 
core region."

"A toy of a disc-like body … 
… including … a plurality of 
flexible strands radiating 
outwardly from said … center 
… having sufficient inherent 
rigidity to retain the pattern of 
a circular plane."

"… radiating in plural 
angularly offset planes 
from the core region."

• New!
• Inventive step 

(modification yields new function 
of making it easier to catch)!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You find that the earlier patent actually only describes a disc-like shape, i.e. the fibres are explicitly stated to radiate in a circular plane around the core. The earlier patent also reveals that the function of these strands is to make the toy fly better and be easier to kick around. The function (the problem solved) is NOT that it can be caught easily. So the explicitly different configuration of the flexible strands in that patent yielded an explicitly stated different function. In other words:Your invention is new because you changed the orientation of the strands from a two-dimensional plane to a three-dimensional globe and you achieved a new function with that: it is easier to catch.Furthermore, it was not obvious to a skilled person to modify the closest prior art in the way your invention does to achieve this result.So if you change your claims accordingly, you can still get a patent.
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Claim to protect the invention

Claim to be filed: 

"An amusement device comprising a core region and 
plural elastomeric filaments radiating in plural 
angularly offset planes from the core region."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the claim you might finally decide to use in your patent application.For maximum protection against competitors attempting to circumvent your patent, you would normally file more than one claim (see next slide).
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Patent claims

Inventor wants broadest 
possible protection

Legal requirements
limit the scope of the patent

Independent claim ("a wheel")

Prior art identified
by patent examiner 
or competitor

"comprising an annular winding
of fibre in a groove"

Dependent claim

Claims:
1. A wheel
2. The device of claim 1,

comprising an annular
winding of fibre in 
a groove

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inventors want their inventions patented in such a way that the resulting patents are difficult to circumvent. However, making very broad patent claims is risky, as there might be related prior art not known to the inventor. If a patent has only one broad claim and that claim is destroyed by existing prior art, then there is no patent protection left at all. Therefore, in practice, most patent applications have both one or more broader, independent claims and multiple narrower, dependent claims. The independent claim usually describes the invention in very general terms, to allow a broad interpretation in infringement lawsuits. The dependent claims usually describe specific ways of realising the invention that the inventor regards as economically attractive. The dependent claims refer to the independent claim and specify some further parameters that narrow down the scope of the claim.If a broad independent claim is later found to be invalid, for example because there is prior art, then the narrower dependent claims might still be valid. For example, an inventor might claim: “1. A battery made out of iron and sulphur", and then"2. The battery of claim 1 in which the sulphur is deposited as small particles on a graphite electrode.” Even though the patent examiner, or later the courts, might find that a battery made out of iron and sulphur had been published before (i.e. that claim 1 is not valid), the inventor might still be the first to have used small sulphur particles on graphite for such a battery. 
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Application filed with the EPO

Claim 2: "A device according to claim 1, characterised in that 
it has a substantially spherical configuration."

Claim 3: "A device according to claim 1, characterised in that 
the outer ends of at least some of the filaments include
enlargements."

The EPO will perform its own prior art search and then consider 
whether the invention AS CLAIMED is new and non-obvious.

Claim 1: "An amusement device comprising a core region and 
plural elastomeric filaments radiating in plural angularly offset 
planes from the core region."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the final claims that you might use in your patent application.The main claim covers your invention in general terms. The dependent claims describe how you think the invention will be specifically realised: as a ball and possibly with some enlargements on the outer ends of the filaments. The enlargements improve the grip of the ball when it slides over a person's hand as they attempt to catch it. Note: Although the enlargements are part of the original invention, they are not described in the independent claim but only as one of many protected ways of putting the invention into practice. As the inventor you know that the invention also works without these enlargements and you do not want competitors to circumvent your patent simply by omitting them. So you protect them in a dependent claim.Apart from the claims, you also have to file bibliographic data (personal details etc.), a title, an abstract, a description and drawings.Now we will have a look at what happens when the patent office examines the patent application and its claims. 
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Additional prior art found by the EPO

DE 3121758: 
"Self-adhesive mould elements that are equipped with spike-like 
rods or bristles ... characterised by rods that are attached on a 
core and that are made of an elastomeric material ..."

"Self-adhesive mould elements"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patent examiners are trained to find the relevant prior art and they have a lot of experience in their technical field. So they will frequently find prior art not considered by the inventor or his patent attorney.In our example, the examiner found the patent application shown. The claims relate to a core with elastic rods or strands attached to it. The drawings show a three-dimensional, globe-like shape (see next slide).
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The opinion of the EPO

Your claim: 

"An amusement device comprising a core 
region and plural elastomeric filaments 
radiating in plural angularly offset 
planes from the core region."

This is already shown and claimed in 
DE 3121758 

EPO response:
Please amend your claims if you want your invention protected!

Spike-like rods attached on a 
core, made of an elastomeric 
material ...

DE 3121758

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that your invention was claimed as "comprising a core region and plural elastomeric filaments radiating in plural angularly offset planes from the core region."This is already shown in the prior patent applied for in 1982.So the EPO will write you a letter, send you the search report and inform you that your patent application as filed would be rejected. This does not mean that your application has actually been rejected, but it does mean that if you do not amend the application or provide convincing arguments, then it most probably will be.
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Further analysis

Did the EPO overlook any important features of the invention?

Applicant's reply: 
Amendments to the application, explanation of the relationship between
the invention and the prior art

How can the claims be amended to reflect the invention in such a way 
that it is new (considering all the prior art)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The patent claims, as the EPO understood them, do not constitute a new invention.So either you have to demonstrate that the claims must be interpreted differently, or you have to change them.You are not allowed to change the invention that your application is about, but you are allowed to make the wording of the claims fit more precisely to your invention. Your invention is what you described in the description and drawings.Check the documents found in the prior art searches:- Does your invention have any feature NOT disclosed in the prior art?- What are the advantages of your invention compared with the prior art?
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Easier to catch

Flies less far + doesn’t break things

Floppy filaments

Plurality of angular planes

Core + flexible filaments

Comparison of the invention with the prior art

Technical features of the invention
US 3759518 DE 31211758

Advantages/technical result (floating movement) (self-adhesive)

No

No

No No

No

No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A structured analysis of your invention compared with the two documents that have been identified as relevant prior art could look like this.To do this analysis, you need to look at the features of the inventions (how the problem is solved) and at the technical results, i.e. what problem is solved.The following text is also written on the next slide:Although the individual elements of the invention are known, the combination is not known.The new combination of the technical features produces a new, unique benefit.Given our knowledge of the prior art it is not obvious to combine the elements of the different documents to achieve these new effects -> the inventive step requirement is fulfilled!
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Result of the analysis

Although the individual elements of the invention are known, the 
combination is not and it produces a new, unique benefit.

Given our knowledge of the prior art, it is not obvious to combine the 
elements to achieve these new effects → the inventive step requirement 
is fulfilled.

The claim must be amended to distinguish it from DE 31211758:

"An amusement device comprising a core region and plural elongate, 
floppy, elastomeric filaments, each having cross-sectional 
dimensions which are significantly smaller than its length, 
radiating in plural angularly offset planes from the core region."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on our analysis of the relationship between the invention and the prior art, we can reformulate our claim in such a way that the invention as claimed is new and a patent can be granted.Look how complicated the claim for this simple invention has become! You now know why patent claims are often very complicated in practice. And you have also learnt how to understand them much better. It is often helpful to consider the claim as a bundle of features that together represent the invention as it is protected.You have now substantially changed your claim compared with what you originally filed. Of course, once you have filed a patent application you cannot simply change it as you like. For example, you cannot introduce completely new elements. Rather, any change has to be supported by the document that you originally filed. In our case, we described our invention very well in the description section. Our text described all the features we have now added to the claims.An important function of the description and the drawings during the patent application process is to support possible amendments to the patent claims (see next slide).
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Supports 
inventive 
step:
different
technical 
result

The original description filed with the EPO 
supports the amendments to the claims

Different
to patent
DE312…

Different
to patent
US375…

This invention pertains to an amusement device, and more particularly, 
to a throwing/catching device which is especially easy to catch. 

One of the problems with many conventional throwing/catching devices 
is that … they ... tend to bounce and … sometimes hurt to catch.

A general object of the present invention … avoiding any tendency to 
bounce … grasping … prevents … throwing or hitting it very far … break 
anything on contact. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, …

Detailed description
Device 10 is formed with a large plurality of elongate, floppy, elastomeric 
filaments 12, each of which, as is clearly evident in Fig. 1, has cross-
sectional dimensions which are extremely small in relation to the length 
of the filament. As will be more fully explained shortly, these filaments are 
joined in a central core region in such a manner that they radiate outwardly in 
a fairly uniform, dense and bushy fashion, in multiple angularly offset 
planes, to form a substantially spherical configuration. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those parts of the description (the original description that was filed with the original patent application) which support the changes to the claims are highlighted.In red: This is what distinguishes the invention from the prior art found by the examiner. We are allowed to introduce this element (floppy) into the claims because we had described this in the original description.In grey: This is what distinguishes our invention from the prior art the patent attorney had already found. We accounted for this in the original claims filed.In green: These parts of the text can be used to support our argument that by combining the two functions which were known individually before ("floppy" and "three-dimensional globe configuration") we achieve a new technical function not achieved by the prior art.
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The patent is finally granted

Response from EPO: granted!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This patent was actually granted with the claims we just developed. You can look it up in esp@cenet by entering patent publication number EP0295114.
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